Cost/Schedule Reports for Presentation
September 2007 Month End
4.1.C EPO
E/PO Accomplishments for Sept. 2007

- Launch litho (1 page plus illustration) and factsheet (four pages) have been distributed for review to various GLAST personnel.
- GLAST launch invite list from SSU delivered to Stanford.
- LAT newsletter article for September sent to Stanford.
- Additional effort was expended on redoing the 7-month launch delay budget proposal as well as redoing the Phase E five-year post-launch budget (yet again, after new direction from Stanford). This has now been signed off again at SSU and was delivered to Stanford (again.)
- GLAST Media Day – a big success! 16 reporters. LRC participated as moderator, and also slide editor and coach. SSU supplied GLAST paper models, cubes, fact sheets and other information for the media kits. GLAST Science Writer’s Guide is printed.
- Astronomical Society of the Pacific E/PO conference in Chicago. Adler Planetarium showed “Black Holes” on 9/5 – LRC gave a talk to over 150 people about how we made it, and also did two teacher’s workshops for the Adler Open House Friday night 9/7.
E/PO Accomplishments for Sept. 2007

- GLAST Model is in printing.
- GLAST Teacher’s Guide for AG popup is going in for printing within one week.
- GLAST posters are being quoted for printing.
- GLAST line drawing schematic finished, used in Media Day materials, and sent to KSC.
- Still waiting for GLAST brochure updates…(Michelson action)
- Cosmology Subject Inventory revised by McLin– to be tested in classrooms at SSU, Chicago State and elsewhere.
- GTN website revisions in progress. First review by LRC. Lots more work to do here….
- New version of Supernova educator’s guide activity #3 sent to Educator Ambassadors for feedback.
- New storyboard for Space Mystery #2 was developed, work is in progress.
E/PO Accomplishments for Sept. 2007

- Subcontract to Dr. Pamela Gay to do GLAST-launch related podcasts, was issued by SSU for fall semester only.
- Subcontract to Dr. Kim Coble to use GTN with Chicago State students is in progress. Cannot be issued yet as our contract ends 1/31/08 and her released time is for the spring semester.
- Subcontract to WestEd renewed through 1/31/08. Will include pop-up book use in classroom.
- Subcontract to ASP for NSN toolkit is in progress. Must be amended for FY08 GLAST payments.
- New computer purchased and delivered for Aurore Simonnet using 2/3 GLAST funding.
- Hired SSU grad Kevin John through 1/31/08 as Education Support Assistant. He is doing EDCATs reporting and some GTN support.
- Reclassified Laura Chase to Project Support Coordinator (from Assistant). She will be doing more financial processing as well as payroll processing.